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Let (X, ($, P) be a separable probability space and T a metric 
automorphism of the space onto itself, i.e. T is, except for null sets, a 
one to one invertible map from X to X such that rL"1(Ct) = (i and 
P(T~lA) = P(A) for all i £ a . 

There are three standard types of mixing for metric automor
phisms, namely ergodic, weak mixing, and strong mixing [2]. It is 
known [l ] that an automorphism is ergodic if and only if for all sets 
A and B from d which have nonzero measure there exists a positive 
integer n such that P(TnAC\B)>§. In this note we show that a simi
lar condition which we call property W is necessary and sufficient for 
weak mixing. 

PROPERTY W. For every two sets A and B of strictly positive 
measure there exists a subset K of the positive integers with density 
zero such that for all k<£K, P(TkAC\B)>0. 

LEMMA. If a metric automorphism T satisfies property W then it is 
strongly ergodic} i.e. every nonzero integral power of T is ergodic. 

PROOF. Let m be a given positive integer and A and B two sets of 
positive measure. Let K denote the set of density zero associated with 
A and B by property W. Denote by M the set of integers mk where k 
runs over the positive integers. Since the upper density of M is 
positive, M is not contained in K and there exists mk^K. Thus 
P(TmkAr\B)=P((T™)kAr\B)>0 and Tm is ergodic. Since T ergodic 
implies JT""1 ergodic, Tm is ergodic for all nonzero integers. 

THEOREM. A necessary and sufficient condition that a metric auto
morphism T be weak mixing is that it have property W. 

PROOF. Suppose first T is weak mixing. Then (see [2]) for A and B 
given sets of nonzero measure, there exists a subset K' of integers 
with density zero such that limH*K' P(TnAr\B)~P(A)P(B)>0. 
Thus for all n not in K' and larger than some integer N9 P{TnAC\B) 
>0. Let K = K'\J{k:OSkSN, k integer}. The set K has density 
zero and if nQK then P(TnAr\B)>0. 
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Next suppose T has property W. Then T is ergodic and hence the 
induced unitary operator on L2(P) defined by (Urf)(x)=:f(Tx) has 
simple eigenvalues and eigenfunctions with constant absolute values 
(see [2]). Suppose T is not weak mixing. Then UT has an eigenvalue 
XP^I (see [2]). Let/o denote the eigenfunction associated with X such 
that |/oJ = 1. Since X is not 1 and T is ergodic, f0 is nonconstant. Also 
since every power of T is ergodic, X cannot be a root of unity. 

Let S denote the circle and R\ the X-rotation on 5, i.e. R\z=\z for 
all 2 £ 5 . Since |/o| = 1 , the range of ƒ<>, which we shall denote by F, is 
a subset of S and by direct computation one may show that F is in
variant under R\. If T\ denotes the restriction of R\ to F, then 7\ is a 
one to one map of F onto F. 

Let (B denote the Borel subsets of S and G denote the c-algebra 
<BH F = {BC\ F: B G®} of subsets of F. Since fô\BC\ Y) **fc\B) and 
/o is a measurable function, f$l (6) C®. Thus f0 is a measurable func
tion on (X, a) onto (F, C). Likewise since TZ1(Br\Y)=*R£l(B)r\Y 
and i?x is a Borel map, P\ is a measurable function on (F, C) onto 
(F, e). 

Define the probability P* on (F, C) by P*(^P\F)=P/0~1(^). If 
^ P i F G e , then 

p^TrKA n F)] « pf^[RrlW n r] - Pf<r*[Rrl(A)]. 
Since P is measure preserving P*(Ar\Y)=P(T~1(fô1A)). However, 
/0-

1(Px1^l) = 7^iOo"M) s o t h a t P * ( ^ n F ) = P * [ r x 1 ( ^ n F ) ] and 7\ is 
P*-measure preserving. Thus (F, e, P*) is a probability space and 
T\ is a metric automorphism of the space. Moreover /0 is a metric 
homomorphism of (X, a, P) onto (F, C, P*) such that f0T~T\f0. 
That is, the dynamical system (Xf Cfc, P, P) is homomorphic to the 
dynamical system (F, C, P*, P\). 

Now we show that since T satisfies property W and T\ is a homo
morphic image of P, T\ must satisfy property W. Let A and B be 
two sets from 6 which have positive P*-measure and denote/J"104) 
and fôl(B) respectively by A1 and B'. Since these two sets have posi
tive P-measure and T has property W there is the set K of density 
zero associated with A1 and B' by property W. Let n be a positive 
integer not in K. Since fôHnA)r\fô1(B)Dn(fô1(A))r\fô1(B) we 
have that 

p*(r;U n JB) « P [^ (PU) nyfts)] 
è P ( Z M ' n J3') > 0 

and T\ satisfies property W. 
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However, since T\ is a certain restriction of a rotation on the circle 
we can show that it cannot satisfy property W and this contradiction 
will complete the proof. 

Suppose there exists a nondegenerate arc Jo in S such that 
P*( / 0 n Y) = 0. Since X is not a root of unity, R\ is an irrational rota
tion on the circle and hence U^«0 R\Io~S. Thus 

i - P*(F) - pJ u Tl(ion F)1 ^ Z p*(rt(/on F)) - o 
L n«o J n»o 

and this contradiction implies that for every nondegenerate arc I of 
S , P * ( / n F ) > 0 . 

Now, let 70 denote the arc of 5 between 1 and i and h denote the 
arc of S between — 1 and —i. Since an irrational rotation is uniformly 
almost periodic there exists a relatively dense set {tti} of integers 
such that R%IorMo?*0. But this implies that R%IorMi = 0 and it 
follows that T£(Ior\Y)r\(Ixr\Y) = 0 for all i. Since I O H F and 
I\C\ Y have positive P*-measure if T\ satisfied condition W, then the 
set {tii} would have to be a subset of a set of density zero and hence 
itself have density zero. This is impossible since {%} is relatively 
dense. 

It might be of some interest to point out that the theorem together 
with the lemma shows that weak mixing automorphisms are strongly 
ergodic. Also in the proof of the theorem a homomorphic image of a 
nonweak mixing automorphism was constructed which was a rota
tion on an invariant subset of the circle. Since this implies that non-
weak mixing automorphisms have factor automorphisms with zero 
entropy we have that an automorphism with completely positive 
entropy must be weak mixing. However, it is known [3] that auto
morphisms with completely positive entropy are mixing of all orders. 

Finally, we conjecture that a necessary and sufficient condition 
that a metric automorphism T be strongly mixing is that for every 
two sets A and B of nonzero measure there exists an integer N such 
that for all n^N, P(T»AC\B)>0. 
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